
AP Calculus AB
Summer Assignments

The attached packet contains mathem atical concepts that are necessary to succeed
in Calculus.

Material from: Larson, Hostetler, Edwards. Calculus, 5th Ed. Heath, 1994.

The following assigned problems will be due the first day of school in September.
You must show all your work.

Read each section and then do the problems.

Section L

#2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, 24, 32, 34, 40, 52, 59

Section 2
#3, 8, 16,22,27,28,29,30,34, 40, 44, 54

Section 3
#10, T6, 22, 26, 38, 58, 60

Section 4
#lI, 14, 16,20,24,32, 40*, 44, 56
Write equation of indicated line. Ex. 36 is not needed.

Section 5
#2,9, 18,20,34, 42, 44, 54, 56, 67, 68, 69,70

Section 6
#6,8, 13, 16, I 8, 23,24,25,26,36,38, 44, 47, 52, 54, 56, 62,70,72

Turn-in completed work to your AP calculus teacher on the FIRST DAY OFru.
Remember: ALL WORK MUST BE SHOWN NEATLY ON SEPARATE
PIECES OF PAPER - NOT IN THE PACKET.
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I Real Numbers and the Real Line . Order and lnequalities . Absolute Value and Distance

Real Numbers and the Real Line

Rea[ numbers can be represented by a coordinate system called thelreal liíe or x-axis
(see Figure 1). The real number corresponding to a point on the ¡eal line is' the

coordinate of the point. As Figure I shows, it is customary to identify those points

whose coordinates are integers.

-1 -1 -2 -l
FIGURE 1

The real line

--H--l*234

The point on the real line corresponding to zero is the origin and is denoted by

0. The positive direction (to the right) is denoted by an arrowþead and is the direction

of increasing values of x. Numbers to the right of the origin aie positive. Numbers to '

the left of the origin are negative. The term nonnegative desclibes.a number tiiat is

positive or ze¡o, The term nonpositive describes'a number that is negativq or.zero,.:

Each point on the real line corresponds to one and only onè real numbér,-and éach

real number corresponds to one and only one point on the real line. This type. of
relationship is called a one-to-one correspondence.
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FIGURE 2

Rational numbers

FIGURE 3
lrrational numbers

Each of the four points in Figure 2 corresponds to a rational number-one that

can be expressed as ihe ratio oitwo integers. iNote that 4.5 ¡ I and '2.6 ^: * ) '
Rational numbers can be represented either lsy tenninating tlecimals Such as 3 = 0.¿,

orby repeating decimals such as å = 0.3:¡ . .. : 0.3. . :.

Real numbers that are not rational are irrational. Inational numbers cannot be..

represented as terminating Or repeating decimals. In computations, irrational numbers ,
âre represented by decimal approximations. Here are three tàmiliar exampies.

1/2 * 1.4142t3562
¡r * 3.141592654
e * 2.'1L8281828

(See Figure 3.)

Order and lnequalities

ba

one important propefty of real numbers is that they can be ordered. If a and b are

reâ1 numbers, then a is less than b if b - a is positive. This order is denoted by the

inequality

a 1b.

The statement b is greater than a is equivalent to saying ø is less than å' When three

real numbers a, b, and cale ordered so that ø < å and b 1 c,wesay that å is between

øandcandalblc.
Geometrically, a < b if and only if a lies to the left of i¡ on the real line (see

Figure 4). For exãmple, I ( 2 because I lies to the left of 2 on the ¡eal line.

The following properties are used in working with inequalitíes. Similar properties

are obtained if < iì replaced by = and > is replaced by >' (The symbols s and à
mean less than or equal to and greater than or equal to, respectively')

x

FIGURE 4
a < b if and only if a lies to the

left ot t. 1



Properties of lnequalities

Let. a, b, c, d, and, ft be real numbers.

l. If a < b and b 1 c, then a I c.

2. lf a < b and c ( d, then a + c < b + d.

3. Ifa<å,thena+k<b*k.
4. If a < b and k ) 0, then ak < bk.

5. Ifa < band,k < 0,then ak> bk.

Transitive Property

Add inequalities

Add a constant

Mu)tiply by a positive constant

Multiply by a negative constûnl

REMARK Note that yoù reverse the inequality when you multiply by a negative nutnber. For

example, if .r < 3, then -4.r > -12. This also applies to division by a negative number, Thus,

iî ^2x > 4, then x 1 -2.

A set is a collection of elements. Two common sets âre the set of real numbers and

the set of points on the real line. Many problems in calculus involve subsets of one of

these two sets. In such cases it is convenient to use set notation of the form {.r:

condition on x), which is read as follows.

The set of all r such ¿h¿t u ce¡tain condition is t¡ue.
+-.*+---

{ "r : condition on x}

For example, you can describe the set of positive real numbers as

{-:r: 0 < x}, Set of posítive real nurnbers

Similarly, you can describe the set of nonnegative real numbers as

{;r: 0 = x}. set of nonnegative rcrl nutnbers

The union of two sets A and B, denoted by A U B, is the set of elements ihat are

menrbers of A or B or hoth,The intersection of two sets A and B, denoted by A ñ B,

is the set of elements that are members of. A and 8. Two sets are disjoint if they have

no elements in common

The most commonry used subsets are intervals on the real rine. For example, the
open interval

(a,b) = {x: a < x < bl open interval

iq the set of all ¡eal numbers greåter than ø and iess than å, where a and b are the
endpoints of the inferval. Note that the endpoints are not included in an open inte¡val.
Intervals that include their endpoints are ciosed and are denoted by

la,bl: {x:a - x < bI. croseciinterval

.. Thenine basic types of intervals on the real line are shown i¡ Table 1. The first
fbur are bounded intervars and the remaining five are unbounded intervars. un-
bounded intervals a¡e also classified as open o¡ closed. The intervals (_*, b) and (a,æ)
are open' the intervals (--,å] and la,co) are closed, and the intervar'1*æ,oo) is
considered to be both open arzd closed.
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TABI.E 1
lntervals on the Real Line

Intemal notalion Set notation Graph

Bounded opert ìntemal (a, b) {x:a<t<b}
ba

Bounded closed íntemal la,bl {x:a=x<b}
I

4 h

Bounded half.open intemals

la,b)

(o,b)

{x:a=x<h}

{x:a<x=bl

,L

d b

.l

a
I
h

Unboutt ded open íntemak

(--, å)

(a, *)

{x'. x < b\

lx:a<x]

,t

ba

f

a I)

U nbounded closed íntervitls

(--, b)

[o' -)

{x:t=ll

{x'. a s x)

a b

a h

Entire reøl line (-*, -) {.r: .r is a real number}
a b

EXAMPLE 1

REMARK The symbols ø and -æ refer to positive and negative innnity. These symbols do not

denote real numbers. They simply enable you to describe unbounded conditions more concisely.

For instance, the interval [a, æ) is unbounded to the right because it includes a/l real numbers

that.are greater than orequal to a.

Gaseous States of Water

Describe the intervals on the real line that cor¡espond to the temperature x (in degrees

Celsius) for water in

a. A liquid state b' A gaseous state'

Solution

a. 'Water is in a liçid state at temperatures greater than 0o and less than l00o' as shown

in Figure 5(a).

(0,100)=ix:0<x<100)

b. Water is in a gaseous state (sþam) at temperatures greater than or equal to 100o' as

shown in Figure 5(b)'

[100, co) = ix: 100 < x]

¡

0 t00 2N 300 400

la) Temperature range of water
(in degrees Celsius)

FIGURE 5

zs 50 '7s
(b) Temperature range of steam

(ìn degrees Celsius)

@

A real number a is a solution of an inequality if the inequality is satisfied (is true)

when a is substituted f""'"d';;;;f J 
'otutiont 

is the solution set of the inequality' 3



EXAMPLE 2 Solving an I ity

Solve2x-5<7

So I uti on

2x-5<7
2tc - 5 + 5 <7 + 5

2x<12
ll

=(2x) < -(12)2' z',

x <6
The solution set is (-æ, $).

Original ineqttality

Add 5 to both sides

Simplify

Multiply both sides by j

Simplify

ffiRÐ

If¡ = 0,then2(0) - 5 = -5 < 7.

If.r = S,then2(5) - 5 = 5 < 7

' '\
-r--- 

I I _r

-t 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 '1 I
If x = 7,then2(7) * 5 = I > 7,

FICURE 6
Checking solutions of 2x - 5 < 7

t-2, 1l

-2 -1 0 ¡

FICURE 7
Solution set of -3 < 2 - 5x < 12.

x

REMARK In Example 2, all fìve inequalities listed as steps in the solution are called equiva-

lent because they have the same solution set.

Once you have soived an inequality, check some..r-values in your solution set to
verify that they satisfy the original inequality. You shouid also check some values

outside your sclution set to verify that they do not satisfy the inequaliry. For example,

Figure 6 sho'"vs that whenr : 0 or¡ = 5 the inequality 2x - 5 < 7 is satisfied, but
when ¡ = 7 the inequality 2x - 5 ( 7 is not satisfied.

ËXAf\¡Pl-E 3 Solving a Double lnequality

Solve -3 =2 - 5x < L2.

So I uti on

*3S 2-5x < 12 orìginal inequalitY

-3 -2=2- 5x - 2< 12- 2 subtract2

-5 s *5x < 10 simplifv

:: = 
-5x 

= 
l0 Divide by -5 and

-5 - -5 - -5 reverse both inequalities

1> x ¿-2 simPlifY

The solution set is [-2, 1], as shown in Figure 7.

The inequalities in Examples 2 and3 are linear ¡nequalities-that is, they involve

first-degree polynomials. To solve inequalities involving poiynomials of higher degree,

use the fact that a polynomial can change signs orrly at its real zeros (the numbels that

make the polynomial zero). Between two consecutive real zeros a polynomial must be

either entirely positive or entirely negative. This means that when the real zeros of a

polynomial are put in order, they divide the real line into test intervals in whicb the

polynomial has no sign changes. Thus, if a polynomial has the factored form

x

(x - r)(x- rz)...(x- r), h112 141"'( rn

then the test intervals are

(--, r'), (n,rz), . . . , (r^-t, r^), and (r,, -).

To determine the sign of the polynomial jn each test interval, you need to test only o/¡¿

yalue from the interval.

4



Choose ¡ = -3.(¡-3X¡+2)>0

EXAMPLE 4 Solving a Quadratic lnequality

Solve x2 < x 'l 6,

Solution

x2 1x * 6 Originalinequafity

x2 - x- 6 <0 writeinstandardform

(¡-3)(¡+2)<0 Fa"to'

The polynomial x2 - x - 6 has x = -24fld¡ = 3 as its zeros. Thus, you can solve

the inequality by testing the sign of x2 - x - 6 in each of the test intervals (--, -Z)'
(-2,3), and (3, æ). To test an interval, choose any number in the interval and cotnpute

the sþn of x2 - x - 6. After doíng this, you will find that the polynomial is positive

for all real numbers in the first and third intervals and negative for all real numbers in

the second interval. The solution of the original inequality is therefore (-2, 3), as

shown in Figure 8. m¡¡çr¿

Absolute Value and Distance

If ø is a real number, then the abs<llufe value of a is

Choose -r = 4.
(x-3)(x+2)>0

-3

FICURE 8
Testíng an interval.

2 units 2 units

-1 012

234

=V,' b+o

4

Choose ¡ = 0.
(r-3)(.r+2)<0

lol =
if a > 0

if a < 0.

a,

-a
The absolute value of a number cannot be negative. For example, lel a : -4' Then,

because -4 < 0, you have

lol :l-41 :-(-+)=+.
Remember that the symbol -a does not necessarily mean fhaf -ø is negative.

Operations with Absolute Value

Let a and å be real numbers and lot z be a positive integer

t,labl=lallbl 2.

s. lal : t/7 4. I

a;n
Ø = lol^

REMARK You are asked to prove these propertias in Exercises 65, 67, 68, and 69

Properties of lnequalities and Absolute Value

Let ¿ and å be real numbers, and let /c be a positive real number

r.-lolso=lal
2. 1"1 ' &if andonlyif -k <ask.
3. k = løl ifand only if& 3 aor a *'k.
4. Triangle Inequality: I a + bl - | a| + | a|

Properties 2 and 3 are also true if = is replaced by (.
EXAMPTE 5 Solving an Absolute Value lnequali

Solve lr - 3l s2.

Solution Using the second property of inequalities and absolute value' you can

rewrite the original inequality as a double inequality'

-2': x -3 <2 Writeasdoubleinequaliry

*2+3=x,-3+3=2+3 Adds

1S a 3 5 SimPlifY

The solution set is [1, 5], as shown in Figure 9'

0 6

F¡GURE 9
Solution set of lx - 3l s 2.

5



(--, -5) (1, *) EXAMPLE 6 A Two-lnterval Solution Set

Solve3 <lx+21

S o I u tío n U.sing the third property of inequalities and absolute value, you can rewrite

the original inequality as two linear inequalities.

31x*2 u x*2<-3
1(¡ o¡ ¡(-5

The solution set is the union of the disjoint intervals (--, -5) and (1, co), as shown

in Figure 10. ffiæ[

Examples 5 and 6 illustrate the general ¡esults shown in Figurc 11, Note that if
d > O,thesolutionsetfbrtheinequality l, - ol '¿it asingle interval,whe¡easthe

solution set for the inequality l, - ol > d is the union of rwo disjoint intervals.

The distance between two points a and b on the real line is given by

d:lo-bl=lb-"1

The directed distance from ø to b is b - a anrJ the directed distance from ä to ¿

is a - b, as shown in Figure 12.

-6- -4-3-2-t 0 I 2

x

.l

X

FIGURE 1O

Solution set of 3 ( l.r + 21.

a-d a a+d

Solution set of lx - al = a

dd
-J:--y+-'l r '--'l'L

a-d ø d+d

Solucion set of þ, - a1 -- 4

FIGURE 1,1

Distånce between
aandô

l"-bl
FIGURE .12

Qistance = 7

FIGURE 13

Directed distance
from ¿ to å

q,è-K+

EXAMPLE 7 Dlstance on the Real Line

Directed distance
from b to a

.r ¡
dba

@ffi.o

a. The distance between *3 and 4 is

l4-(-3)l = l'tl = 7 or I -¡ - 4l :l-11 : 1

(See Figure 13.)
b. The directed distance from -3 to 4 is 4 - (-3) : 7.

c. The directed distance from 4 to -3 is '3 - 4 = -7. W

The rnidpoint of an interval with endpoints a and b is the average value of a and

å. That is,

Midpoint of interval (o,ø) : o 
I 

b

2

To show that this is the midpoint, you need only show that (ø + å)/2 is equidistant

from a and å.

6



In Exercises 1-10, determine whether the real number is

rational or irrational.

2. -3678

4. 3\/, - |

¡A2o. 1

s.0.81711m

10'(\Æ)'

+L>s
3

26. t >!

In Exercises 1L-14,.express the repeating decimal as a rat¡o of
integers using the following procedure. If ¡ = 0.ó363 ' . . r

then 100¡ = 63.6363. . . . Subtracting the first equation
fro¡n the second produces 99x = ó3 or x = S = *.

11.0.36ã6 12. 0.318ß
-_13. 0.29729? 14. 0.99009900

15. Given ¿ ( å, determine which of the following are true.

a.a*2<b+2 b.5b<5a
llc.5-¿>5-b d.;.ø

e. (a- b)(b-a)>0 f. a2<b2

16. Complete the table with the appropriate interval notation, set

notation, and graph on the real line.

Inlenal
nolation

Set
nolation Graph

r X
L
2 0

(--, -41

ix:3<x<$)

(- l, 7)

In Exercises 17-40, solve the inequality and sketch the graph
'of-the solution on the real line.

17. 4x +l <2x L8,2x + 7 <3
19.2x-l>0 20.3x*1>2x+2
27. -4<2x-3<4 22.0s,r + 3<5

3x23.-:x>x+l 24,-l<-;(143

In Exercises 4l-44, find the directed distance from ø to å' the

directed distance from ú to a, and the distance between ¿

and å.

27.lxl<l

29. >5

31.1r-al<b,b>o
33.12x + 1l <s

3s,lr-1rl<t
37, x2 <3 - 2x

39.¡2+.r-ls5

Yf::_:>5
23
Irl

ro. l;l > I

32. |x+2||<s
3a.l3x+ll>4
36.|e-Zxl<r

38.x4-¡<0
40.2x2+1<9¡-3

28.

3x
l, 0;7

3¡r3.-)
2

s. 4.345145r

7. V64

e.4å

4t^

42.

d ='1 b=3

a=-l .13D=T

x

x

x

x

43,a.a=126,b=75
b,a=-126,b=-'15

44.a.a=9.34,b= -5.65
6.6=S,a=ff

In Exercises 45-48, find the midpoint of the interval.

45. b=3

l2

r234. -2 -1 0

46, a=_5

a='1

a=-2

.3b=-i

b=2

h=3

x

-6
47. a.

b.

-5-4-3-2-10
17,211 as. a. [-6.85, e.35]

[8.6, 1 r.4] b. [-4.6, - 1.3]

In Exercises 49-54, use absolute values to define the interval
(or pair of intervals) on the real line.

49.

50.

51.

52.

-3 -2 -r 0 I 2 3

a=-3

-4-1-2-l 0 t 2 3 4

a=0 b=4

-2-l 0 t 2 3 4 5 6'l

x
25. -2

a=20 b=24

l8 19 20 2t 22 23 24 25 26

59. Fair Coin Todetermine whether a coín is fair (has an equal

probability of landing tails up or heads up), an experimenter

iosses it i00 ti*., and records the number of heads ¡' The

coin is declared unfair if

lr:q I = r.e¿sl5l
For what values of ¡ will the coin be declared unfarr?

7



ly, - v,l

(¡r, yr)

xl

Jz -n,_ _

l(xr' yz)

Suppose you want to determine the distance d between the two points (x1, y¡) and

(xr,yr) in the plane. If the points iie on a horizontal line, then y¡ = )z &nd the distance

between the points is I x, - ¡r | . If the points lie on a vertical line, then xr : .xz âûd

the distance betweeri the points is I y, - y, | . If the Wo points do not lie on a horizontal

or vertical line, then they can be used to form a right triangle, as shown in Figure 17.

The length of the vertical side of the triangle it I yt - )r i, and the length of the

horizontal side is I Jh - xtl . ny the PythagoreanTheorem, it follows that

dt:lx, - r,lt * lyr- y,l,

d=m.
Replacing I x, - xrlt -d I lz - ltl2 by the equivalent expressions (x2 - x¡)2 and

(y, - yr)'produces the following result.

Distance Formula

The distance dbetween the points (x,,yr) and (xz,y)in the plane is given by

d: (xr- xr)'+ (yz- yt)'

EXAMPLE I the Dlstance Between Two Points

Find the distance between the points (-2, l) and (3,4)'

Solution

d- - (-2)l' + (4 - Ð2 Disrance Formula

(sf + (3),
:V25+g
: {s4
* 5.83

EXAMPLE 2

Verify that the points (2, 1.), (4,0), and (5, 7) form the vertices of a right triangle

5o lution Fþre l8 shows the triangle formed by the three points. The lengths of tþ
th¡ee sides are as follows.

(xz' )a)

x
x2

1.., - t,l
FIGURE 17
The distance between two points.

(s, 7)

dl

d3

Q,1)

FICURE I8
Verifying a right triangle.

(5-2)'+Q-r)'= \/s + 36: \/45

(4 - 2)'+ (0 - l)'z = {a,¡r=ut
(s-4)"+Q-o)': \h + 49 = Vso

EK

dt=
dz:
dz-

Because

0)

dl + dl : 45 + 5 = 50 Surn of squares of sides

and

d] = 50 Squareofhyporcnuse

you can apply the Pythagorean Theorem to conclude that the triangle is a right triangle

E

x
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Wffi
2 The Cartesian Plane . The Distance and Midpoint Formulas ' Equatlons of Circles

,1;;,.1 .'¡:-:.:.!:-,:.ì;. :i.: .'..'' -

The Cartesian Plane

An ordered pair (x, y) of real numbers has ¡ as its frst member and y as its second

member. The model for representing ordered pairs is called the rectangular coordi-
nate system, or the Cartesian plane, after the French mathematician René Desca¡tes

(1596-1650). It is developed by considering two real lines intersecting at right angles

(see Figure 14).

The horizontal real line is usually called the r-axis, and the vertical ¡eal line is

usually called they-axis. Their point of intersection is the origin. The nr¡o axes divide

the plane into four quadrants.

y-axrs

Quadrant II

,Y-AXIS

v

.t

c

Origin

Quadrant III

FIGURE 14

Quadrant IV

The Cartesian plane

FIGURE 15
Points represented by ordered pairs.

Each point in the plane is identified by an ordered pur (x, y) of real numbers x and

y, called coordinates of the point. The number x represents the directed distance from

the y-axis to the point, and the number y represents the directed distance from the

x-axis to the point (see Figure 14). For the point (.r,y), the fìrst coordinate is the

x-coordinate or abscissa, and the second coordinate is the y-coordinate or ordinate.
For example, Figure 1.5 shows the locations of the points (-I,2), (3,4), (0,0), (3, 0),

and (-2, -3) in the Cartesian plane.

REMARK The signs of the coordinates of a point determine the quadrant in which the point

lies. For instance, if ¡ > 0 andy ( 0, then (.r, y) lies in Quadrant IV.

Note that an ordered pair (a, å) is used to denote either a point in the plane or an

open interval on the reâl line. This, however, should not be confusing-the nature of
the problem should clarify whether a point in the plane or an open interval is being

discusscd.

: TECHNOLOGY Note that Figure 15 shows only a small portion of the Cartesian

i plane-theportion forwhich -4 < x 3 4 and -4 = y < 4. Such aportion iscalled

i a vtewing rectangle. If you are using a graphing utility in this course, you need to

i become familiar with the steps required to change the viewing rectangle on your

i graohing utility.

The Distance and M¡dpoint Formulas

Recall from the Pythagorean Theorem that, in a right triangle, the hypotenuse c and
sides a and å are related by a2 + b2: c2. Conversely, tf a2 + b2: c2, then the
triangle is a right triangle (see Figure 16).

a

h

FIGURE 16
The Pythagorean Theorem:
a2+6t=rz.

B

0)

-l

I
(0,



( .1 5)

Each point of the

form (¡, 3) lies on

this horizontal line.

(5, 3)

d=5

(e, 3)

EXAMPLE 3 Using the Distance Formula

Find ¡ so that the distance between (x, 3) and (2, -l) is 5'

Solution Using the Distance Formula, you can write the following.

5- (, - 2)'+ [3 - (-l)Ï DisranceFo,mula

25 : (x2 - 4x * 4) + L6 Square both sides

0 : X2 - 4lt - 5 W¿tcin sranda¡d form

O : (x - 5Xx + l) Factor

Therefore, x : 5 or x : - 1, and you can conclude that there are two solutions. The
is, each of the points (5, 3) and (-1, 3) lies 5 units from the point (2, - 1), as show

in Figure 19. E

The coordinates of the midpoint of the ti¡e segment joining two points can b*
found by "averaging" the x^coordinates of the two points and "averaging" the ,

coordinates of the two points. That is, the midpoint of the line segment joining thc

points (xr,yr) anó (xz,yz) in the plane is

d=5

-2-
¡

(2, - t)

FIGURE 19
Civen a distance, find a point.

Q,

fxt * xz yr + yz\

\r'2)

/-s+ 9 -3+3\t- 

-t

\z'2)

x

Midpoint Formula

For instance, the midpoint of the üne segment joining the ooints (-5, -3) and (9, 3)

(-5, -3)
FIGURE 20
Midpoint of a line segment.

Point on

circle: (x, y)
x

FIGURE 21

Definition of a circfe

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Can you recognize the graPh of the

equation

x4 + 2xzy2 * yo -
5x2-5!'=-4'l

For the solütion, see the article "Single

Equations Can Draw Pictures" bY

Keith M. Kendig in thc March, 1991

issue of ?'/¡¿ College Mathematics

Journal.

: (2,0)

as shown in Figure 20.

Equations of Circles

A circle can be defrned as the set of all points in a plane that are equidistant from a

fixed point. The f,xed point is the center of the circle, and the distance between the

center and a point on the cfucle is the radius (see Figure 21).

You can use the Distance Formula to write an equation for the ci¡cle with center

(å,,t) and radius r. Let (.r, y) be any point on the circle. Then the distance between (.r, y)

and the center (h,,t) is given bY

(*-h)'+(y-k)'='
By squaring both sides of this equation, you obtain the standard form ofthe equation

of a circle.

Standard Form of the Equation of a Circle

The point (x,y) lies on the circle of radius r and center (h,k) if and only if
(x-h)2+(y-k)'=r'.

The standard form of the equation of a circle with center at the origin, (h,k) =
(0, 0), is

x2+y2:12.
11 r = 1, then the circle is called the unit circle.

Center: (lr, ,t)

Radius:

10



(-r,2)

v

(3, 4)

EXAMPLE 4 Findi the Equation of a Círcle

The point (3, 4) lies on a circle 'whose center is at ( - l, 2), as shown in Figure 22- Find

an equation for the ci¡cle.

Solution The radius of the circle is the distance between (-1, 2) and (3' 4).

- (-l)T + (4 - 2)2 = t6+4: \Æ
You can write the standard form of the equation of this circle as

[" - (-r)T + (y - 2)2 = (\Æ)'z
(;r * 1)'z + (y - 2)2 : 20. standardfo¡m

By squaring and simplifying, the equation (x - h)" + (y - k)' = r2 can be

written in the following general form of the equation of a círcle.

Ax2 + Ay2 * Cx* Dy + F =0, A+o

To convert such an equation to the standard form

(x-h)'+(y-k)'=p
you can use a process called completing the squâre. Ifp > 0' then the graPh of the

equationisacircle. I1 p=0,thenthegraphisthesingtepoint(å,k). Ifp (0,then
the equation has no graph.

EXAMPLE 5 Com etlng the Square

Sketch the graph of the circle whose general equation ls

4x2 + 4y2 * Zox - l6y * 37 = o.

Solution To complete the square, first divide by 4 so that the coefficients of x2 an¡J,

y2 are both l.

(.r + l)2 + (y '2)2 = 20

FIGURE 22
Standard form of the
equation of a circle.

v

4x2+4y2*2ox-16y+37:o

x'+y'*5-r- +y+{:o
4

General form

Divide by 4

Group terms(x2+5x+ )+(y'-4y+ ,37,4

?.':3)
(half)?

+ (y'- 4y + 4)

Complete the square

+ 4 by adding f; and

' 4tl)bothsides4

25+-
4

JI

J

L_-J
(hatf)2

("*l)t+0- 2)z:t standardform
\2/

Note that you complete the square by adding the square of half the coefficient of x and
the square of half the coefficient ofy to both sides of the equation. The ci¡cle is centered

at (-;,2) and its radius is 1, as shown in Figure 23. ffi!

&*i)'+e-2¡t=1
FIGURE 23
A circle with a radius of 1 and center at
(-+,2).

1{
i¿
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In Exercises 1-6, (a) plot the points, (b) find the distance

between the points, and (c) find the midpolnt of the line
segment joíning the points,

1. (2, 1), (4, 5) 2. (-3,2), (3, -2)
3. (å, 1), (-å, -5) 4. (i, -å), (å, 

')
s. (r, rÆ), t- r, rl 6. (-2, o¡, (0, r/z)

In Exercises 7-10, show that the points are the vertices of the
polygon. (A rhombus is a quadrilateral whose sides are all of
the sanre length,)

Vertices F'igure

7. (4,0), (2, l), (-1, -s) Rrght triangle

8. (1, -3), (3,2),(-2,4) Isosceles triangle

e. (0, 0), (t,2), (2, '1), (3, 3) Rhombus

10. (0, 1), (3,7), (4,4), (t, -2) Parallelogram

ll. Federal Debt The table lists the per capita federal debt for
the United States from 1950 to 1990. (Source: U. S. Treasury

Department)

Yeør 1950 1960 1970

Per cøpíta debt $ 1688 $1572 $1807

Year 1980 1985 1990

Per capìtø debt $3981 $76r4 $ 12,848

Select reasonable scales on the coordinate axes and plot the
points (x, y) where y is the per capita debt and ¡ is the time
in years, with ¡ = 0 corresponding to 1950.

12. Life Expectancy The table gives the life expectancy of a

child (at birth) from 1920 to 1990. (Source: Department of
Health and Human Services)

Yeør 1920 1930 r940 1950

Iife expectancy 54.t 59.7 62.9 68.2

Year l9ó0 t970 1980 1990

Liþ expectancy 69.7 70.8 73.7 75.2

Select reasonable scales on the coordinate axes and plot the
points (¡, y) where y is the tife expectancy and ¡ is the time
in years, with x : 0 conesponding to 1950.

In Exercises 13-16, use the Distance Formula to determine
whether the points lie on the same line.

13. (0, -4), (2,0), (3,2)
14. (0,4), (7, -6), (-5, 1l)
ts. (-2,1), (-1, 0), (2, _2)

16. (-1, 1), (3,3), (s, 5)

In Exercises 17 and 18, find r so that the distance between the
points is 5.

17. (0,0), (x,-Ð r8. (2, -t),(x,2)

ln Exercises 2l and 22, find the relationship between r and y

so that (r,y) is equidistant from the two given points.

21. (4, - 1), (-2, 3) 22. ß, ï), (-7 , - t)

In Exercises 27-30, match the equation with its graph.

fGraphs are labeled (a), (b), (c), and (d).]

27.)(2+y2:l
28. (r - l)'+ (y - 3)2 = q

29.(x-l)2+yz=g
30.(x+Ð'+(y-Ð':à

(a) y (b) y

(1,0)

(c)

.r,t

(d) vt

J f i,i
-l

.r

ln Exercises 31-40, wriúe the equation of the circle in general
form.

31. Center: (0,0) 32. Center: (0,0)
Radius: 3 Radius: 5

33. Center: (2, -l) 34. Center: (-4,3)
Radius: 4 Radius: f

35. Center: (-1,2) 36. Center: (3, -2)
Point on circle: (0, 0) Point on circle: (._ 1, l)

37. Endpoints of diamerer: (2, 5), (4, -l)
38. Endpoints of diamerer: (1, 1), (-1, -1)
39. Points on circle: (0,0), (0, 8), (6,0)

40. Points on circle: (1, -t), (2, -2), (0, -2)

fn Exercises 43-50, write the equation'of the circle in stan-
dard form and sketch its graph,

43.x2+y2-2x+6y+6=0
44,x2+y2-2x+6y-15=0
45.x2+y2-2x+6y+10-0
46.3x2*3y'-6y-t=0
47.2x2*2y2-2x-2y-3=o
48,4x2*4y"-4x+2y-l=0
49. 16x2 + t6y2 + f6¡ + 40y - ? : 0

50.x2+y2-hc+2y+3:0

In Exercises 53 and 54, sketch the set of all points satisfying
the inequality.

53,x2+y2-4)t+2y+I=0
s4.(x-t)2+(y-à)r>t

12
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TABLE 2

v

The Graph of an Equatlon

Consider the equation 3x + y = 7. The point (2, 1) is a sotution point of the equation

because the equation is satisfied (is true) when 2 is substituted for x and I is substituted

fory. This equation has many other solutions, such as (1, 4) and (0, 7). To systemati-

cally find othe¡ solutions, solve the original equation for y.

! = 7 - 3x Solve orþinal equation for)

Then construct a table of values by substituting several values of x, as shown in
Table2. From the table, you can see that (0, 7), (1,4), (2,1), (3, -2), and (4, -5)
are solutions of the original equation

3x + y :7. originalequation

Like many equations, this equation has an infinite number of solutions. The set of all
solution points is the graph of the equation, as shown in Figure 24.

REMARK Even though wereferto thesketch shown inFþure24as thegraph of 3x + y = 7'

it really represents only aportion ofthe graph. The enti¡e graph would extend beyond the page.

In this course, you will studj many sketching aids. The simplest is point plotting-
that is, plotting enough points so that the basic shape of the graph becomes apparent.

7)

(3, -2)
(4, -5)

FIGURE 24
Solution points of 3x + y : 7

4) 3x+y:7
1)

v

¡

EXAMPLE 1 Sketch a by Point Plotting

Sketch the graph of y : x2 - 2.

Solution Fi¡st, construct a table of values, as shown in Table 3

TABLE 3

x -2 -t 0 1 2 )

I t -l -l ') 'l

Next, plot the points give4 by the table. Finally, connect the points by a smooth curve,

as shown in Figure 25. This particular graph is a parabola. It is one of the conic

sections t_"i-*]t study in.Chapær 9- I
One disadvantage ofpoint plotting is that to get a good idea. about the shape of a

graph, you .uy n."ã to flot t*ny points' With only a few points' you could badly

äirr"pr"r"nt the graph. For instance, suppose that to sketch the graph of

FIGURE 25
Theparabola:y=x2-z

l_
t=fix?9-10x2+x4)

you plotted only five points: (-3, -3), (-1, -1), (0,0), (1, 1)' and (3' 3) as shown

io rilur. 26(ai. From rhese flve points, you might conclude rhat rhe graph is a line.

This, however, is not correct. By plotting several more points' you can see that the

graph is more complicated, as shown in Figure 26(b)'

Í U I 2 3 4

v 7 4 1 -5
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v I

(3, 3),,r

(0, 0)
,t'11, l)

t, -Ð t'_ t

-2

,.'1-3, -3) -

(a) (b)

FIGURE 26
Plotting only a few points can misrepresent a graph'

: TECHNOLOGY Modern technology has made sketching graphs easier. Even with

i technology, however, it is possible to badly misrepresent a graph. For instance, each of

! the graphing utility screens shown in Figure 27 shows a portion of the graph of

y:x3-x2-25.
From the screen on the left, you might assume that the graph is a line. From the screen

on the right, however, you can see that the graph is not a line. Thus, whether you are

skerching a graph by hand or using a graphing utility, you must realize that different

"viewing rectangles" can produce very different views ofa graph. In choosing a viewing

rectangle, your goal is to show a view of the graph that fits well in the context of the

problem,

J
-5

-35

Í

(-

0

-l 10

FIGURE 27
Graohine utilitv screens of j = tr ' x' - 25.

Intercepts of a Graph

Two types of solution points that are especially useful are those having zero as their

x-coordin4te or y-coordinaæ. Such point.s are called intercepts because they are the

points at which the graph intersecs the x-aris or y-axis. The point (4, 0) is an

.r,intercept of the graph of an equation if it is a solution point of the equalion. To find

the .r-intercepts of a graph, let y be zero and solve the equation for ¡. The point (0' å)

is ay.intercept of the graph of an equation if it is a solution point of the equation. To

find the y-intercepts of a graph, let ¡ be zero and solve the equation for y.

REMARK Some texts denote the.x-intercept as the.r-coordinate of the point (a, 0) rather than

the point itself. Unless it is necessary to make a distinction, we will use the term intercept to mean

either the point or the coordinate.

It is possible for a graph to have no intcrcepts, or it might have several. For
instance, consider the four graphs shown in Figure 28.

vv

No.r'intercepts
One y-intercept

Three .Y-intercePts

One Y-intercePt

one.f-intefcePt
Two y-intercePts

I4

FICURE
x

No intercepts



v

EXAMPLE 2 Finding x- and y-lntercepts

Find the.r- and y-intercepts of the graph of y : 't - O''

Solution To find the "r-interccpts, lety be zero and solve for x'

X3 - 4X = 0 Letybezero

x(x-2)(x+2)=0 Factor

x = 0,2, or -2 Solve for -¡

Ilecause this equation has three solutions, you can conclude that the graph has three

.r-intercepts:

(0, 0), (2, 0), and (-2' 0) r-intercepts

To ñnd the y-intercepts, let x be zero. Doing this produces ) = 0' Thus' the y-

intercept is

(0, 0). Y-intercep¡

(See Figure 29.) E

Symmetry of a Graph

The following three types of symmetry can be used to help sketch the graph of an

equation (see Figure 30).

1. A graph is symmetric with respect fo they.axis if, whenever (x, y) is a point on

the graph, (- x, y) is also a point on the graph. This means that the portion of the

graph to the left of the y-axis is a mirror image of the portion to the right of the

y-axis.
2. A graph is symmetric with respect to the r.axis if, whenever (", y) is a point on

the graph, (x, -y) is also a point on the graph. This means that the portion of the

grapb above the ¡-axis is a mirror image of the portion below the ¡-axis.

3. A graph is symmetric with respect to the origin if, whenever (x, y) is a point on

the graph, (-r, -y) is also a point on the gtaph. This means that the graph is

unchanged by a rotation of 180" about the origin.

Knowing that a graph has symmetry beþre attempting to sketch it is helpful

because it reduces the number of solution points you need to ûnd.

Tests for Symmetry

l. The graph of an equation in ¡ and 
"v 

is symrnetric with respect to the y-axis

if replacing xby -x yields an equivalent equation.
2. The graph of an equation in ¡ and y is symmetric with respect to the x-axis

if replacing y by -y yields an equi\a¡ent equation.
3, The graph of an equation in ¡ and y is symmetric with respect to the origin

if replacing x by - x and y by -y yields an eguivalent equation,

EXAMPLE 3 Testln for Symmetry

y=x1 -4x

(-¿,

FICURE 29
lntercepts

(), 0)

y-Axis Symmetry

v)

-Y)

.r-Axis Symmetry

0)

(-¡ v)

x

Í

I

(x, y)

(-x' -v)

Origin Symrnetry

FfGURE 30

Show that the graPh of

! = 2x3.- x

is symmetric with respect to the origin.

Solution

!:2x3 - x original equation

- y = 2(- x)3 - (-¡) Replace x bv -x and v bv -v

-y=-2x3*x simPlirY

!:2xj - x Equivalentequaöon

y=2,e3-:x)

1, I )

x

(-1, -l)

FIGURE 31

Origin sYmmetry

Because the replacement produces an equivalent equation, you can conclude that the

graph of y = ixt - x is symmetric with respect to the origin, as shown in Figure 31, L5



x-y2=1 (5,2)

EXAMPLE 4 Usin 5 to Sketch a Graph

Sketch the graph of x - yz : 1.

5olution The graph is symmetric with respect to the ¡-axis because replacing y by

-y yields an equivalent equâtion.

x - Yz = | originalequation

x - (-Y)' : t Replacevbv -v
x - y2: L Equivalentequation

This means that the portion of the graph below the ¡-axis is a mirror image of the

portion above the x-axis. To sketch the graph, first sketch the poftion above the x-axis.

Then reflect in the ¡-axis to obtain the entire graph, as shown in Figure 32. 
mruq¡gå

Points of lntersection

A point of intersection of the graphs of two equations is a point that satisfies both

equations. You can find the points of intersection of two graphs by solving their

equations simultaneously.

EXAMPLE 5 Flnding Points of lntersection

Find all points of intersection of the graphs of

(2,

FIGURE 32
First, plot the points above the
x-axis, then use symmetry to
complete the graph.

x

,'-Y:3 and x-Y:7

Solution It is helpful to begin by sketching the graphs of both equations onthe same

coordinate plane, as shown in Figure 33. When this is done, it appears that the two

graphs have two points of intersection. To find these two points, you can use the

following steps.

v

,. _ -.2Y:x"-3
Y:x*l

1^x'-5:X-L
x2-x,-2=0

(x-2)(x+1):9
x=2or-l

Solve first equation for y

Solve second eguation for Y

Equate 

'-values
Write in standard form

Factror

Solve for x

x'-Y=t
l)

x

(- 1;

x-Y=l

FIGURE 33
Two points of intersection.

The corresponding values of y are obtained by substituting x = 2 and ¡ : -1 into

either of the original equations. Doing this produces two points of intersection:

(2, 1) and (- I, -2). Poinls of intenection

You can check these points by substituting nto both of the orþinal equations

T6
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The increasing concentration of car-
bon dioxide in the earth's atmo-
sphere has been measured at the
Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii.

Mathematical Models

Real-life appücations of mathematics often use equations as mathematical models. In
deveìoping a mathematical model to represent actual data, you should strive for two

(often conflicting) goals: accuracy and simplicity. That is, you want the model to be

simple enough to be workable, yet accurate enough to produce meaningful results.

EXAMPLE 6 The Ríse in Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide

Between 1960 and 1990, the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaü recorded the carbon

dioxide concentration y (in parts per million) in the earth's atmosphere. The January

readings for each yeâr are shown in Figures 34 and35.In Figure 34, a linear model,

y:313.6-+ 1.24t, Lineârmodcl

where t = 0 represents 1960, has been frt to the data. In Fþure 35, a quadratic model,

y : 316.2 + 0.70, + 0.018¡3, Quadratic model

has been fit to the data. Which model better represents the data? In the July, 1990 issue

of. Scientific American, these data were used to predict the carbon dioxide level in the

earth's atmosphere in the year 2O35. The prediction was 4?0 parts per million. Which,

if either, of the two models could have been used to make this prediction?

v

340

o

À
d

o

.r..-"-1 "-" i

5t

o

É,

o
c
d

o
O

"-+-.,--

Year (19ó0 --- Q)

FIGURE 34

l0
Year (1960 * 0)

FIGURE 35

Solutlon To answer the first question, you need to define what "better" means.

When a statistical definition involving the squares of the differences between the actual
y-values and the y-values given by the model is used, the quadratic model is better. This

conclusion is shared by the author of the Scientific Amerícan article.If the linear model

with r : 75 (for 2035) were used, the prediction would be

y = 313.6 + L24(75) : 406.6. Lineârmodel

If the quadratic model were used, the prediction lor 2035 would be

y = 316.2 + 0.?0(75) + 0.01S(75F : 469.95. Quadratic model f,$Eei,g

REMARK These models were developed using a procedure called least squares regression (see

Section 13.9), The linear model has a correlation given by r2 : 0.984. The quadratic model has

a correlation given by r2 = 0.997,
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In Exercises l-6, match the equation with ils graph. fGraphs
are labeled (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f).1

l.y=x-2 2.y=-+x+2
3.y=x2+Zx q,y=X/Ç-:7
5.y:4-x' 6,y:tt-*

28. Equation: x2 + y2 = 4
eoints: (r, -\/t). e, -D, G,i)

29. Equation: xzy - x2 + 4y = Q

Points: (1, i), Q, Ð, (-1, -2)
30. Equation: xz - xy + 4y = 3

Points: (0, 2), (-2, - Ð, (3, -6)

In Exercises 31-46, sketch the graph of the equation. Identify
any intercepts and test for symmetry.

31.y:x 32,y:x-2
33.y:t¡t 34.y=2x-3

35.y= -3x+2 36.y=-f,r*'

(a)

(c)

(e)

-2

J (b)

(d) I

r

x

.T

,ï

137.y:U*-4

39. y:7 - tz
4L.Y:¡t¡2
43.y=(x+2)'z

45. y :!

38,Y=rza3

40.Y:2x2+x
42. Y = \ß=7
44.x=y2-4

46. y :2¡d

-t
.l

4

(f) v

In Exerclses 7-16, find the lntercepts.

!f In Exercis es 47-52, use a graphing utility to graph the equa'
tion. (It may be necessary to solve for y and plot two equa"

tionp.) Identify any intercepts and test for symmetry.

47.y= -2xz + )(+ | 48, Y= rt - 1

49, Y : ,1/25 -x' 50' ) : fi,- '
51. x2 + 4y':4 52.9x2 *y2 =9

In Exerclses 53-56, create an equatlon wþose graph has the

indicated property. (There is more lhan one correct answer.)

53. The graph has intercepts atx = *2, x : 4, and x = 6.

54. The graph has intercepts aÍ x : - ], x = 2,and ¡ = å.

55. The graph is symmetric with respect to the origin'

56. The graph is syÍrmetric with respect to the .r-axis.

In Exercises 57-64, frnd the points of lntersection of the
graphs of the equations and check your results'

57. x-ty=2 58.2x-3Y:lJ
2x-y= I 5x+3Y= I

59. x* y= 1 60.x2+Y2=25
3r-2y=71 2x+Y =10

6L,x2+y2=5 62.x24y=4
x -y =l Zx-Y=l

63.y:¡: 64,x:3-Y2
J:x y=x-l

x

-t I

7. Y = 2x - 3

9,y=t'*x-2
11. y = r?.\ß=V

--1
13. v =:-- 

-

' x'2

8.y=(r-lXx-3)
l0.ya=xl-4x
12,xy=4

x2+3xt4.y=(3r+lf

15. x'! - x2* 4y=g 16, y=Zr-lE+ t

In Exercises 17-26, check for symmetry with respect to both
axes and to the origin.

l7,y=f-2 18.y=xa-x2+3
19. x2y - xz+ 4y =O 20, xy-'\/4-7-O
21, y2 = x3 - 4x 22. xyz = -19
23,y="3-1-y 24.xy-l

ß.y: ut,= 26.y:x3+x-3' x'+1

In Exercises 27-30, determlne whether the polnts lie on the
graph of the equation.

2T.Equation:2x-y-3=0
Points: (1, 2), (1, -1), (4, 5)
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4 The Slope of a Line . Equations of Lines . Sketching the Graph of a Line ' Parallel and

Perpendicular Lines

r

The Slope of a Llne

The slope of a nonvertical line is a measure of the number of units a line rises (or falls)
vertically for each unit of horizontal change from left to right. Consider the two points
(x,, y,) and (xz, yJ on the line in Figure 36. As you move from left to right aiong this
line, a vertical change of

LY : y, - Yt change inv

units corresponds to a horizontal change of

Lx = xz - l-t changein:

units, (À is the Greek uppercase letter delta, and the symbols Ay and Âx are read "delta
y" and "delta x.")

Definition of the Slope of a Line

The slope r¿ of a nonvertical line passing through the points (*r, yr) and
(x2,y2) is

Av iz-lt
ni = -:- = 

-, 

Xt F jCz.

Ax Xz- Xt

REMARK When using the formula for slope, ûote that

Y2- Yt - -0i - YÐ -!t - Yz

xz - xt -(xr - xz) )h - xz

It does not matter in which order you subtract d.r long as you are consistent and both "subtracted

coordinates" come from the same point,

Figure 37 shows four lines: one has a positive slope, one has a sþe of zero, one

has a negative slope, and one has an "undefined slope."

!z

It
)r)t'

lz)(xz,

x2

yz- ll

t

xz -.rr

FIGURE 36
LY -- Y, - Yr = change in )
Ax - xz - rl = change in t

j v v

.4
J

... 1

!
5

t23

mz-0
(0, 4)

mt=-5

.4

3

n

'I

-t

3

a

(J

' (3, 1)
(- z)a,¿)

I
(-2,

T

-2 -L -¡ 234 -1 t2
i .. . 

-[

If ør is positive, then
the line rises.

FIGURE 37

If ¡n is zero, then the
line is horizontal.

(1, -1)

negâtive, then
falls .

lf the line is vertical, then
the slope is undefincd.

-l -t

Ifm is

the line

T9



Equations of Lines

Any two points on a nonvertical line can be used to calculate its siope. This can be

verified from the similar triangles shown in Figure 38. (Recall that the ratios of
corresponding sides of similar triangles are equal.)

v
(xz yz*)

(x,

(*r' yr)

(¡¡*, )r ______-u
.r

lz-Yt
xz-xl

FIGURE 38
Any two points on a line can be used

to determine ils sloPe.

You can write an equation of a Line if you know the slope of the line and the

coordinates of one point on the line. Suppose the slope is m and the point is (r¡,y1),

If (¡,y) is any other point on the line, then

y-lt_m.
x-xt

This equation, involving the two variables .r and ¡ can be rewritten in the form
y - yt : m(x -.r¡), which is called the point-slope equation of a line.

Point-Slope Equation of a Line

An equation of the line with slope n passing through the point (¡r,yr) is

given by

!-!t:m(x-xt).

EXAMPLE 1 Finding an Equation of a Line

Find an equation of the line that has a slope of 3 and passes through the point (1, -Z)

_ _yx* - ytx 
--* - -*L2 ^l

, I=3x-5

x

Lv=3
frLI

FIGURE 39
Point-slope equation of a
line.

Solution

}- }r=m(x-xù
v-(-2)=3(¡-1)

l*2=3x-3
l:3x-5

(See Figure 39.)

Point-slope form

Substitute -2 lor y¡, I for:¡, and 3 for n

Simplify

Solve for y

Àr=t

The slope of a line can be interpreted as either a ratío or a rate. lf the ¡-axis and

y-axis have ih" ru*" unit of measurè, then the slope has no umts and is a ratio' If the

¡-axis and y-axis have different units of measure' then the slope is a rate or rate of

change. As you study this text, you will encounter applications involving both interpre-

tations of sloPe.
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EXAMPLE 2 Population Growth and Engineering Design

a. The population of Arizona was 1,775,000 in 1970 and 2,718,000 in 1980. Ovcr this

l0-year period, the average rate of change of the population was

Rate of change : Change in population

Change in years

2,718,000 - 1,775,000

1980 - 1970

= 94,300 people per year

If A¡izona's population had conti¡ued to increase at this same rate for the next 10

years, it would have had a i990 population of 3,661,000. In the 1990 census,

however, Arizona's population was determined to be 3,665,000, so the population's

rate of change from 1980 to i990 was a little greater than in the previous decade

(see Figure 40).
b. In tournanient water-ski jumping, the ramp rises to a height of 6 feet on a raft that

is 21 feet long, as shown in Figure 41. The slope of the ski ramp is the ratio of its
height (the rise) to the length of its base (the run).

Rise 6 feet 2
Slope of ramP : R* = zl f""t= 1

In this case, note that the slope is a ratio and has no units.

)t ît

FIGURE 41
Dimensions of a water-skí ramp !æ

REMARK The rate of change found in Example 2a is an average rate of change. An average

rate of change is always calculated over an interval. In this case, the interval is [1970, 1980].

Later in the text you will study another type of rate ofchange called an instantaneous rate of
change.

Sketching the Graph of a Line

In Section 2, we mentioned that many problems in analytic geometry can be classified
in two basic categories: (1) Given a graph, what is its equation? and (2) Given an
equation, what is its graph? The point-slope equation of a line can be used to solve
problems in the first category, However, this form is not especially useful for solving
problems in the second category. The form that is better suited to sketching the graph
of a line is the slope-intercept form for the equation of a line.

The Slope-lntercept Equation of a Line

The graph of the linear equarion

Y=mx+b
is a line having a slope of. rn and a y-intercept at (0, å)

Year

FIGURE 40

fr
I
6
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EXAMPLE 3 Sketchi Lines in the Plane

Sketch the graphs of the equations

a.y:2x+L b.y=2

S ol uti on

a. Because å : 1, the y-intercept is (0, I ). Because the slope is nt = 2, you know that

the line rises 2 unitsfor each unit it moves to the right, as shown in Figure 42(a).

b. Because b : 2, the y-intercept is (0, 2). Because the slope is m = 0, you know that

the line is horizontal, as shown in Fþre 42(b).

c, Begin by Ìvriting the equaiion in slope-intercept form.

3y * ¡ - 6 :0 originalequation

3y = -x + 6 Isolâtey-termontheleft

t : -!, + Z Stope-inærceptform

In this form, you can see that the y-intercept is (0, 2) and the slope is m : -- {. fnis
means that the line falls I unit for every 3 units it moves to the rþht, as shown in

Figure 42(c).

c.3y+¡-6:0

v

Àx=3

v v

y=2x+ L

Lv=z
v =2

(0, 2) (0,

y=-lx+2
av--t

(0, l)
A¡= I

-lJ

(a) n = 2; line ¡ises.

FICURE 42

(b) n = 0: line is horizontal. 1c¡ rn : -l; linc falls.

EM

Because the slope of a vertical line is not defined, its equation cannot bc written

in the slope-intercept form. However, the equation of any line can written in the

general form

Ax+By *C= 0

where á and Ë are not both zero. For instance, the vertical line given by -r : a can be

represented by the general form ¡ - a : 0.

Summary of Ëquations of Lines

1. General form: Ax * BY -l C = 0

2. Vertical linc: x: a

3. Horizóntal line: y -- b

4. Point-slope form: I - lt : m(x - x,)
5. Slope-intercept form: y = ¡nv I b

REMARK Three points arc collinear if they lie on the same line.

Parallel and Perpendícular Lines

The slope of a line is a convenient tool for determining whether two lines are parallel

or perpendicular, as shown in Fþure 43.
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Parallel and Perpendicula¡ Lines

l. Two distinct nonvertical lines are parallel if and only if their slopes are
equal.

2. Two nonverrical lines are perpendicular if and only if their slopes are neg-
ative reciprocals of each other. That is, if and only if

I
ll1¡: --,

/,tz

r

ft|1
ml

m2 ml

nlt = m1

Parallel Lines

I

'nb

f

FICURE 43

2x-1Y=5

Perpendiculæ Lines

EXAMPTE 4 Findlng Parallel and Perpendicular Lines

Find the general forms of the equations of the lines that pass through the point (2, *1)
and are

a. parallel to the line 2x - 3y : 5

b. perpendicular to the ltne 2x - 3y = 5

as shown in Figure 44.

3.r+2Y=4

x

-1)

2x-3Y=7 Solution By writing the linear equation 2x - 3y = 5 in slope-intercept form
y = âx - å, you can see that the given line has a slope of. m = â.

a. The line through (2, -L) that is parallel to the given line also has a slope of t.

7Y-(-r):l(x-z)
3(Y+1)=2(x-2)

2x-3y-7=Q

Note the similarity to the original equation.

b. Using the negative reciprocal of the slope of the given^ line, you can determine that

the slope of a tlne perpãndicular to the given line is - ]. Therefore, the line through

the point (2, -l) that is perpendicular to the given line has the following equation.

y-(-1):-iG-z¡
2(Y+l)=-3(x-2)

3x+2y-4=O

FlcuRE 44
Lines parallel and perpendicular to
2x-3Y:5'

Point-slope fom

Simplify

Ceneral for¡n

Point-slope form

Simplify

General fo¡m

: TECHNOLOGY The apparent stope of a tine will be distorted if you use different

i tic-spacing on the .r- and y-axes. For i¡stance, the'graphing calculator 
-screens 

in

i Figures 45 and 46 both show the lines given by ! = 2x and y : - àr + 3. Because

i these li¡es have slopes that are negative reciprocals, they must be perpendicular. In
i figur" 45, however, the lines don't appear to be perpendicular because the tic-spacing

i on the x-axis is not the same as the tic-spacing on the y-axis-
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_10

FIGURE 45
Tic-spacing on the x-axis is not the
same as the tic-spacíng on the y-axis

10 -9

-6
FIGURE 46
Tlc-spacing on the x-axis is the same

as the tic-spacing on the y-axis.

36. Show that the line with intercepts (a,0) and (0' å) has the

following equation.

{+¿= t, a* 0,å+0
ab

In Exercises 9-72, plot the pair of polnts and find the slope of
the llne passing through them.

e. (3, -4), (s,2) 10. (2, 1), (2,5)
tr. (1,2),(_2,4) 12. (Ë,3), (i, -å)

In Exercises 13-16, use the point on the line and the slope of
'the line to find three additional points that the line passes

through. (There is more than one correct answer.)

Pty! Slop_e Point !tg!:__
13. (2, 1) m = 0 14. (-3,4) m undefined

15. (I, 7) m = -3 16. (-2, -z) .*,! = 2

In Exercises 79-22,ñndthe slope and they'intercept (if pos-

slble) of the line.

19, x+ 5Y=ZO 2O'6x-5Y= tS

2l.x:4 22.Y=-l

InExercises23_2&findanequationforthelincthatpasses
through the points, and sketch the line'

23. (2, 1), (0, -3) 24, (-3, -4)' (l', 4)

2s. (0, o), (-1, 3) 26' (-3,6)' (l' 2)

n. 0, -z), (3, -2) 2s. (ã' Ð' (å' - Ð

In Exercises 29-34, frnd an equation of the line 
th,af,Pascs

;;;;;úntand has the indicaterl slope' Sketch thc line'

P:l! SloW . Point SloPe 

--2s. @,1) m = ì 30' (-l' 2) ¡a undefined

3I.(0,0) m:? 32'(-2,4) *=-?

33.(0,2) m*4 34'(0'4) m=0

35. F'ind an equation of the vertical line wìth r-intercept at-3' 
'-

In Exercises 37-40, use the result of Exercise 36 to write an

equatlon of the lndicated |lne.

37. x-jntercept: Q,0) 38. r-intercept (-a' o)

)-intercepr (0,3) y-intercept: (0' -2)

39. Point on linc: (1, 2) 40. Point on line: (-3' 4)

.r-intercept: (a, 0) r-intercept: (a' 0)

y-int ."pt, io, r) y-intercepu (0, ø)-(a+o)' 
þ+0)

ln Exercises 41-46, write equations of the lines through the-

po¡ni(a) parallel to the given line and (b) perpendicular to the

given line.

Poin! Given Line

41.(2,I) 4x-2Y=3
42.(-3,2) x*Y=7
a3.(i,Ð 5;r+3Y=6
aa. (-6,Ð 3x + 4Y = 7

4s. Q,s) x = 4

46. (-1,0) Y:-3

In Exercises 55 and 56, determlne whether the three points

are collineqr.

ss. (-2, r), (- t, 0), (2, -2)
s6. (0, 4), (7, -6), (-5' ll)
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5 Functions and Function Notation ' The Domain and Range of a Function . The Graph of a

Function ' Transformations of Functions . Classifications and Comblnations of Functions

X

Functions and Funct¡on Notation

A relation between two sets X andY is a set of ordered pairs, each of the form (r,y)
where ¡ is a member of X and y is a member of I¿ A function from X to I is a relation
between X and Y that has the property that any two ordered pairs with the same x-value
also have the same y-value. The variable x is the independent variable, and the

variable y is the dependent variable.
Many real-life situations can be modeled by functions. For instance, the area A of

a circle is a function of the ci¡cle's radius r. In this case r is the independent variable
and.4 is the dependent variable.

Definition of a Real-Valued Function of a Real Variable

Let X and f be sets of real numbe¡s. A real-valued function/ of a real vari-
able ¡ from X to y is a corresþondence that assigns to each number "r in X
exactly one number y in Í.

The domain of /is the set X. The number y is the image of .r under/and is

denoted by"f(¡). The range of/is a subset of f and consists of all images of
numbers in X (see Figure 47).

Functions can be specifred in a variety of ways. In this text, however, we will
concentrate primarily on functions that are given by equations involving the dependent
and independent variables. For instance, the equation "r + 2y : I defines ¡ the depen-
dent variable, as a function of ¡, the independent variable. To evaluate this function
(that is, to find the y-value that corresponds to a given x-value), it is convenient to isolate
y on the left side of the equation.

v

FIGURE 47
A real-valued function f
of a real variable.

1y:' (l-x)

Using/as the name of the function, you can write this equation as

Function notation

Function notation has the advantage of clearly identifying the dependent variable

as/(x) whiie at the same time telling you thatx is the independent variable and that
the function itself is "/," The notation/(x) is read "/.of x." Function notation allows
you to be less wordy. Instead of asking "What is the value of y that corresponds to

__L: 3?" You can ask "What is/(3)?"
---In 

an equation that defines a function, rhe role of the variable * i, ,trJ, ,no, o,
a placeholder. For instance, the function given by

f(x):2x,2-4x+l

can be described by the form

"f(x) =)u - o.

f( )=2( )'-4( )+l
where parentheses are used instead of ¡. To evaluaref(-2), simply place -2 in each
set of parentheses.

f(-2):2(-2)'-4(-2)+t
=2(4)+8+l

. :t7

Domain
x

25



REMARK Although/is often used as a convefiient function name and.r as the independent

variable, you can use other symbols. For instance, the following equations all deñne the same

function.

f(x): x, - 4x+'.,, lQ) =t" - 4t +'1, 8(s) :s'? - 4s+'7

EXAMPLE 1 Evaluating aFunct¡on

For the function/defined by/(¡) = xx + 7' evaluate the foliowing'

/(¡+Âx)-f(x),,-î,b. f(b - t) Lx*0a. .f(3a)

Solution

a. f(3a) : (3a)2 + 7
:9a2 + 7

b.f(b-L):(b-L)2+7

Replace x with 3a

Simplify

Replacexwithá- I

: b2 - 2b + 1 + 7 Expandbinomial

:b2-2b+8 simplify

xz + 2x\x + (A¡), + 7 - x2 - 7

Ax
zx\x + (Lx)x

Âx
Lx (2x + Ax)

A¿(
=2xiLx, A¡*0

REMARKTheexpressioninExamplelciscalledadifferencequotientandhasspecial
significance_in calculus. We wiJt say more about this in ChlPter 2' .-

The Do'main and Range of a Function

The domain of a function can be described explicitly, or it may be described implicitly
by an equation used to define the function. The implied domain is the set of all real
numbers for which the equation is defined. For example, the function given by

fQ) = -+' 4 = x < 5
L -+

has an explicitly defined domain given by {x: 4 s x = 5}. On the other hand, the

function given by

8@=F\
has an implied domain which is the set {.r: x * !21.

EXAMPLE 2 Finding the Domain and Range of a Function

+
c,

v

¡\l

bo

d

Í@=r/x-t

4

Domain: .r = I

FICURE 48
The domain of /(x) is [1, æ) arid ' ,e

range is 10, æ).

a. The domain of the function

f(,) : f.-
is the set of all x-valueffor which x - | > 0, which is the interval [1, æ). To find

the range, observe that/(¡) = \ß=a is never negative, Moreover, as .r takes on

the various values in the domain,/(.r) takes on all nonnegative values. Thus, the

range is the interval [0, oo), as indicaæd in Figure 48.
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b. The domain of the function

f(x) : -x-
is the set of all ¡-values such that x' - x - 6 > 0, using the techniques shown in

Example 4 in Section 1, you can'conclude that the domain is

(--, -Z) U [3, co). E

EXAMPLE 3 A Function Defined by More than One Equation

-v I

I
l-.v,.r(l
V;-1,.c>l

Determine the domain and range of the following function.

ll-*, ifx<t
J\x)= lt¿-t' ifxzl

.f(.Ð =o

^l
U4q
ú

-ti

SolUtion Because/is defined for x ( 1 and ¡ > 1, the domain is the enti¡e set of
real numbers. On the portion of the domain for which x > 1, the function behaves as

in Exanrple 2.For sc < 1, the values of I - x arc positive. Therefore, the range of the

function is the interval

[0, *). Range

(See Figure 49.)

t234
Domain: all real -r

FICURE 49
The domain of /(.r) is (-*, -) and the
range is [0, æ).

v J=f@)

Í(x)

FIGURE 50
The graph of a function

x

A tunction from X to Y is one-to-one if to each y-value in the range there

corresponds exactly one x-value in the domain. For instance, the function given in
Example 2a is one-to-one, whereas the function given in Example 3 is not one-to-one.

If the range consists of all of Y, then the function is called onto:- . _. ..

'fhe Graph of a Function

The graph of the function y : f(x) consists of all points (r, 
"f 

(x)), where x is in the

domain of/. In Fþre 50, note that

¡ = the di¡ected distance from the y-axis

/(Ð : the directed distance from the.r-axis.

A vertical line can intersect the graph of a function of ¡ at most o¡tc¿. This

observation provides a convenient visual test (called the vertical line test) for functions

of ¡. For example, in Fþre 51(a), you can see that the graph does not deûne y as a

function ofx because a vertical line intersects the graph twice,

(c) A function of.r

E

/G) = 
,1

v ,

.t

.ftGuRE

(a) Not a function of ¡ (b) A function of 'r

FICURE 51
The vertical line test for functions.

Figure 52 shows the graphs of six basic functions. You should be able to recognize

these graphs.

f(x) = t/x

Í(x) = x f(x) = xz

v v

Jr ÍÌ) = lnl

-l
f(x) = x1

x

(a) Identìty function (b) Squaring function (c) cubing function (d) Square root function (g) Absolute valuc function (f Rational fuqçqign
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Transformations of Functions

Some families of graphs have the same basic shape. For example, consider the graph

of y : ,t, ur sho*n in Figure 53. Now compare this graph with those shown in

Figure 54.

y=xx
)

FICURE 53
The original graPh

)=-r2+z

l=t2

J=x2

)=-xz

!-xz

-2

(a) Vertical shift uPward

y=(x+2)2

(b) Horizontal shift to the left

t
v

y=l-(x+3)2
!=x2

t.r

Each of the graphs in Figure 54 is a transformation of the graph of y : 
"z' 

tn'
three basic types of transformations illustrated by these graphs are vertical shifts,

horizontal shifts, and reflections. Function notation lends itself well to describing

transformations of graphs in the plane.

Basic Types of Transformations (c > 0)

(c) Reflection

FIGURE 54
Transformations of the graph oÍ y = 7z

Original graph:

Horizontal shift c units to the right:
Horizontal shift c units to the left: '

Vertical shift c units downward:
Vertical shift c units upwârd:
Reffection (about the r-axis):
Reflection (about the y-axis):

(d) Shift to the left, reflect,
and then shift uPward

v = Í(x)
,:¡1x-c)
,:f(x+c)
v:rG)-c
y:f(x)+c
v: -r@)
v : f(-x)

Classifications and Combinations of Functions

The modern notion of a function was derived from the efforts ofmany seventeenth- and

eighteenth-century mathematicians. Of particular note was Leonhard Euler (1707-
1783), to whom we are indebted for the function notationy : f(*). By the end of the

eighteenth century, mathematicians and scientists had concluded that most real-world
phenomena could be represented by mathematical models taken from a basic collection
of functions called elementary functions.

Elementary functions are divided into three categories: (1) algebraic, (2) trigono-
metric, and (3) logarithmic and exponential. We will review the trigonometric func-
tions in Section 6 of this preliminary chapter and introduce the remaining elementary

functions in Chapter 5.28



The most cornmon type of algebraic function is a polynomial function

f(x) = anxn + en-txn-t +... + azxz + aúc * ao, a,+ 0

where the positive integer n is the degree of the polynomial function. The numbers a¡
are coefficients, with an the leading coefficient and ae the constant term of the
polynomial function. It is common practice to use subscript notation for coefficients of
general polynomial functions, but for polynomial functions of 1ow degree, the following
simpler forms are often used.

Zeroth degree: f(x) : 6

First degree: f(x) = ax * b

Second degree: î(x) : axz + bx + c

Third degree: -f(x) = ax3 + bx? * cx * d

Constant function

Liner function

Quadratic function

Cubic function

Down '-'
ro lefr

\
\ upto
rrleft

la 
r'\.r'aa

Down tot,
right

Although the graph of a polynomial function can have several tums, eventually the
graph will rise or fall without bound as Í moves to the right or left. Whether the
graph of

fG) = anxn ! a,-Lxn-t + . " + a2x2 + atx * ao

eventually rises or falls can be determined by the function's degree (odd o¡ even) and
by the leading coefficient a,, as indicated in Figure 55. Note that the dashed portions
of the graphs indicate that the leading coefficient test determines only the right and
left bebavior of the graph,

arr)O a,, 10 an)O an10
vv

t
¡
¡
¡
t
¡

I

Up,o ,/
right ,'

,', I
Itl

Up to
right

Up
left

Down
to left

Down to

Graphs of polynomial functions of even degree

FIGURE 55
The leading coefficient test for polynomial functíons.

tû
I

xX I

Just as a rational number can be written as the quotient of rwo integers, a rational
function can be written âs the quotient of two polynomials. Specifically, a function/
is rational if it has the form

p(x)
q(x)'f(x) = q(x) * 0

where p(x) and q(¡) are polynomials.
Polynomial functions and rational functions are examples of algebraic functions.

An aþbraic function of ¡ is one that can be expressed as a finite number of sums,

differences, multiples, quotients, and radicals involving .rn. For example, Í(x) :
\/; +1 is algebraic. Functions that are not algebraic are transcendental. For in-
stance, the trigonometric functions discussed in Section 6 are transcendental.

Two functions can be combined in various ways to create new functions. For

example, given/(x) : 2x - 3 and g(x) = x2 + 1, you can lorm the following func-
tions.

lG) + g(x) : (2x- 3) + (x2 + t) : xz + 2x - 2

f(x) * g(x) = (2x- 3) - (.r'? + t) = -x2 * 2x - 4

fG)eQ) : (2x - 3)(x2 + 1) :2x3 - 3x2 + 2x - 3

lG) __2x - 3

S(¡) x2 + l

Graphs ofpolynomial functions of odd degree

Sum

Difference

Product

Quotient 29



You can combine two functions in yet another way to form a composite function'

x

Domain of g (.0)

Domain of /
FIGURE 56
The domain of the composite function

f '9.

F,¡11

Definition of ComPosite Function
ìîr¡ .

Letland g be funciions. The function given by ("f " sX¡) = ÍGQ)) is called

the c<rmposite of/with g. The domain o1 Í " I is the set of all x in the domain

of g srch that g(.r) is in the domain of/(see Figure 56)'

The composite of / with I may not be equal to the composite of g with /.

v

EXAMPLE 4 Finding Composítes of Functions
s.'*¡tasry:É*

Given/(x) : 2x - 3 and g(x) = ¡2 + 1, ûnd

a.f"g b.g"l.

Sol uti on

a. (f " cxx) = fGGÐ = z(s?)) - 3:2(¡e2 + 1) - 3

=2x2 - |

b. (e ",/)(¡) : eUUÐ = (fGÐ' * 1 : (2x - 3)2 + t

=4xz-12x+10
Notethat ç" à(x) + (s" f)(x). ,r.$ïi?,g 

¡

In Section 3, we defined an x-intercept of a graph to be a point (4, 0) at which the

graþh crosses the ¡-axis. If the graph represents a function/, then the number ø is a

zero of f. In other words, the zeros of a function/are the solutions of the equation

f(r)= 0. For example, the function f(x): x -4 has azefo at ¡:4 because

"f(4) = 0.
In Section 3 we also discussed different types of symmetfy. In the terminology of

functions, a function is even if its graph is rymmetric with respect to the y-aús, and

is odd if its graph is.symmetric with respect to the origin. The symmety tests in

Section 3 yield the foilówing test for even and odd functions'

Test for Even and Odd Functions

The function y = f(x) is even if"f(-r) : f(*).
The function y : f(x) is odd if /(-x) = * f(x)

REMARK Except for the constant function /(¡) = 0, the graph of a function cannot have

symmetry with respect to the ¡-axis because it then would fail the vertical line (est for the graph

of a function.

EXAMPLE 5 Even and Odd Functions and Zeros ot Functions

Determine whether the following functions are even, odd, or neither. Then f,nd the

zeros of the functions.

a.f(x)= xi - x b.e(,r): xz + 7

I, 0)

Solutlon

a. This function is odd because

f(-x): (-r)'- (-x)
--3 ¡:-.r-fx

= _(x3 _ r)
: - f(x).

The zeros of f arc found as follows.

x3-x=0
x(x' - l) = x(x - 1)(¡ + l) : 6

.r=0, l,-l
See Figure 57(a).

x

TQ)=xl-x

Let/(r) = ¡
Factor

Zeros ot I

30
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b. This function is even because

SFx): (-r)'+ t=x2+ t:s(r).
It has no zeros because x2 + I is positive for all x. See Fþre 57(b).

REMARK Each of the functions in Example 5 is either even or odd. Howevcr, some funcrions,
such as/(,r) = ¡2 + ¡ * 1, arc neither even nor odd.

(b) Even function

FIGURE 57

6./(-r) =
x2+2, ¡=l
2x2+2, x>l

g(x)=¡1 +l

--f
-2

In Exercises l-12, evaluate (if possible) the function at the
specified value(s) ofthe independent variable and simplify the
results.

l.f(x)=2a-3 2. f(r)= x2-2x*2
a. "f(0) a. ,f(Ð
b. .f(-3) b. ,f(- 1)

c."f(b) c. .f(c)
d. /(¡ - l) d. /(x + A.r)

3./(.r)= fr+3 4, f(x)=lx! +t
a. Í(-2) a. f(2)
b."r(6) b. f(-2)
c. f(c) c. f(x')
d. /(x + A:) d. f(x + d.x) - f(x)

s. /(r) =
2¡*1, ¡(0
2x*2, x>0

In ExercÍses 4l and 42, specify a sequence of transformations
that will yield the graph of each function from the graph of
the function/(r) = .rr.

41.a.g(x)=4-x3
b. s(.r) = (x - q)i + z

42. a. h(x) = (x + 2)3 + L

b./,(^-)=5-(.v-1)l
43. Civen fØ = \/x and g(.r) : x2 - l, fìnd the composite

functions.
a. ,fk(t)) ¡. s(,f(t))
c. s(.f(O)) à. fk?a))
e. f(sGD f. g("f(r))

44. Given f(x) = t/.r. an<J g(.r) = x2 - I, find the composite
functions.

a.

c.

fGQ))

'('(å)

8Uø)

'('(#))

b.

d.

a. "f(- l) b. ,f(o) c. Í(2) d. f\'z + t)

e. su?)) r. ,f(s('))

In Exercises 53-56, determine whether the function is even,

odd, or neither.

s3. f(x) :4 - x2 s4. Í(x) = \Y'

ss. /(¡) = x(4 - !_")_ s6. f(x) :41_: x'

67. Area A rectangle has a perimeter of 100 feet (see figure)'

Express the area A of the rectangle as a function of ¡'

68, Area You have 200 feet of fèncing to enclose two adjacent

rectangular ñelcls (see figure). Express the area A of the enclo-

sures as a function of,r.

â. f(-z) b. ,f(0) c. .f(l) ò,. î(s'? + 2)

7.f(x)=x2-x*t 8. fØ=:

f(2 + ò,x) - f(2) /(l + a.,r) - /(r)
A,X

9. f(x) = ¡t
f(x+Lx)-f(x)

Lx

tt. f(x) = -!\/x-l
f(x) - 

^z)x-2
FICURE FOR 6-l FIGURE FOR 68

69. Volume An open box is to be made fiom a square piece of

material 12 inches on a side by cutting equal squares from

each corner and turning up the sides (see frgure)' Express the

volume 7 as a lunction of .r.

70. Area A rectangle is bounded by the x-axis and the semicir-

cle y : \/25 -T (see figure). Write the area A of the

rectangle as a function of ¡.

y = \ß-î

v)

A¡

10. /(¡) : 3x - 1

f(x) - f(r)
x-l

v

t2. f(x) = x3 - x

f(x) - f(t)
¡-l

In Exercises 13-20, find the domain and range of the func-
tion, and sketch'its graph.

ß./(r):4- x M.s(ù=!
Ls. h(x) = \/x - t t6. f(x) --i* * ,

17. f(x) = \/f=7 ß. h{x) = \/B:1
le. .f(¡) = | x - 2l 20. Í(ò --l 

xl

In Exercises 29-36, deteunin" ,ot 
"tt 

., j i, a function of ¡,
29.x2+y2:4 30.x=y2
31.x2+y=4 32..r+y2:4
33.2x+Jy:4 34,x,2+y2-4y:O
35.y2=rz- t 36, xty -x2+ 4y:O ry4*tz-u

¡:FXFRclS.ËSË-tf 
"Sè¿ìfriËñ-Ë5}ü,;i'¡¡::i"',;;i;.v:.;,iË..,¿;,;iii,

FÍGURE FOR 69
-T

FIGURE FOR 70

x
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FIGURE 58
Standard position of an

angle.

Angles and Degree Measure

An angle has three parts: an initial ray, a terminal ray, and a vertex (the point of
intersection of the two rays), as shown in Figure 58. An angle is i¡ standard position
if its initial ray coincides with the positive .r-ads and its vertex is at the origin. We
assume that you are familiar with the degree measure of an angle.* It is common
practice to use 0 (the Greek lowercase letter theta) to represent both an angle and its
measure. Angles between 0o and 90o are acute and angles between 90o and i80o are
obtuse.

Positive angles are measured counterclockwis¿, and negative angles are measured
clocktvise. For instance, Figure 59 shows an angle whose measure is -45o. You cannot
assign a measure to an angle by simply knowing where its initial and terminal rays are
located. To measure an angle, you must also know how the te¡minal ray was revolved.
For example, Figure 59 shows that the angle measuring -45'has the same terminal ray
as the angle measuring 315'. Such angles are coterminal. In general, if 0 is any angle,
then

0 + n(360), n is a nonzero integer

is coterminal with 0.

An angle that is larger than 360o is one whose terminal ray has been revolved more
than one full revolution counterclockwise, as shown in Figure 60. You can form an

angle whose measure is less than -360" by revolving a terminal ray more than one
full revolution clockwise.

FICURE 59
Coterminal angles

FIGURE 60
Coterminal angles

REMARK It is common to use the symbol d to refer to both an angle and its measure. For
ir¡stance' in Fþure 60, you can write the measure of the smaller angle as 0 : 45".

Radian Measure

To assign a radian measure to an angle d, consider g to be a central angle of a circle
of radius l, as shown in Fþre 61. The radian measure of g is then defined to be the
length of the arc of the sector. Because the ci¡cumference of a circle is 2trr, the
ci¡cumference of a unit circle (of radius I ) is 2ø. This implies that the radian measure
of an angle measuring 360' is Zn.In other words, 360o = 2r radians.

using radian measure for 0, the length s of a circular arc ofradius r is s : rd, as
shown in Figure 62.

arc length is s = ¡0

The arc
length of the
sector is the
iadian measure
of 0.

FICURE 61

Unit circle
FIGURE 62
Circle of radius r

Initial ray
Venex

-450
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300
6

ó0"=;
J

You should know the conversions ofthe common angles shown in Figure 63' For

other angles, use the fact that 180" is equal to øradians'

180" = r

360" = 2¡
FICURE 63
Radian and degree measure for several common angles.

ËXAMPLE 1 Conversions Between and Radians

unf,:l
x

cotl : I
v

o

ôÈÀ

W

The Trigonometric Functions

There are two com.mon approaches to the study of trigonometry. In one, the trigono-
metric functions are defined as ratios of two sides of a right triangle. In the other, these

functions are defined in terms of a point on the teiminal side of an angle in standard

position. We define the six trþnometric functions, sine, cosine, tangentr cotangentt
secant, and cosecant (abbreviated as sin, cos, etc.), from both viewpoints.

/ t rad\ zn
a. 40' = (40 d"Ð\i80 

d.C ) 
: 

¡ raclÉns

b. -270" = (-270*,(fuå): +radians

" -î¡adians : (;*X##) : -no'

d fradians =(ry*X##) :"a

Definition of the Six Trigonometric Functions

Ríght tríangte delinitions, where 0 . e . ! (see Figure 64).2'
. ^ opp. adi. ^ opp.

sinp = -: cosd = :.g tan9 : 
-hyp. hyp, adj.

s5s6=hYP.' ,."a=91 çe1p=3d'opp. a J. opp.

Circular function definítions, where 0 is any angle (see Figure 65).

Adjacent

FICURE 64
Sides of a ríght triangle.

(¡, y) r = \/;r+7

FICURE 65
An angle in st¿ndard positlon.

I

sind: I
r
r

csc0 : -
v

cos o=!
r

g:l
x

sec

The following trigonometric identities are direct consequences of the definitions. (d
is the Greek letter phi.)
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sin(0 -¡ ó) : singcosþ a cos,sinþ

cos(0 -¡ d) = cospcosS + sinpsinþ

., tano t tanþ
tan(d + ó) : 

-

I + tanotanÓ

Tri gonometric ldentities
z

Py thagorean id ent iti e s :

sin20 + coszo = I
tân20+ l:sec20
cot20 + I = cscz0

Sum or diÍference of two angbs:

Law of Cosines:

a'=b2+c2-2bccosA

a

Law ofCosines

(¡, r)

lNote that sin2 g is used to represent (siri 0)'z.]

Reduction formulas:

sin(-o) = -si¡9
cos(-0) : cos0

tan(-9) : -t-anq

Half-angle formulas:

sin0:-sin(O-ø)
cos0=-cos(0-ø)
tan0 = tan(0 - ¡r)

Double angle formulas:

sin20 :2sin0cos0

cos20 = Zcoszï - I

= I -2s\n20: cos2 o - sinz o

Quotient identities:

I
-(l2'

1

-fi2'
!

0

g

cos

cos

sin2 20)

20)cos

Rec iprocal identit ies :

1

csc 0 : ---
smd

1
secd: 

-cos A

1

cot 0 = -"--'-:
tan0

sin á
tand : -------

cos I
cos 0

cot0 = .--
sln U

r=1

Evaluati ng Trigonometric Functions

There are two ways to evaluate trigonometric functions: (l) decimal approximations
with a calcuiator (or a table of trigonometric values) and (2) exact evaluations using

trþnometric identities and formulas from geometry. Iühen using a calculator to

evaluate a trigonometric function, remember to set the calculator to the appropriate

mode-degree mode or radian mode.

EXAMPLE 2 Exact Evaluation of Trigonometric Functions

Evaluate the sine, cosine, and tongent of{

Sof ution Begin by drawing the angle 0 = ¡r/3 in the standard position, as shown in
Figurc 66. Then, because 60" : rr/3 radians, you can draw an equilateral triangle with
sides of length I. and 0 as one of its angles. Because the altitude of this triangle bisects

its base, you know that .r : l. Using the Pythagorean Theorem, you obtain

Y={rz-xt:
\/j

Now, knowing the values of x, ¡ and r, you can write the following.

. 7f v \/3/2 \/jsmã:;: | = 
2

/r\'z

'-\;/
tI- la- 2

Ix=1
T
zcos

x r/z l
FIGURE 66
The angle ø'/3
in standard position

rl2
,r y \/i12,,r

tanS = i= -¡f = vs

REMARK All angles in the remainder of this text are measured in radians unless stated

otherwise. For example, when we write sin3, we mean the sine of three radians, and when we
write sin3", we mean the sine of three degrees.

r=1,

x
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The degree and radian measures of several common angles are given in Table 4,

along with the conesponding values of the sine, cosine, and tangent (see Figure 67).

TABLË 4
Cornmon First Quadrant Angles

Degrees 0 300 450 600 900

Radians 0
If
6

It
4

7f

l 2

sin 0 0
1

ã
\/t

2

t/t
2

I

cos 0 I
t/t

2

\/t
2

1

1
0

tand 0
t/z

3
I \/1 UndefinedFIGURE 57

Common angles.

)

Quadrant II
sin & -l-

cos 6: -
tan 0: -

Quadrant IJI
sin 0: -
cos d: -
øn0;+

Quadrant I
sin 0: *
cos 0: *
tan á: +

The quadrant signs of the sine, cosine, and tangent functions are shown in Figure
68. To extend the use of Table 4 to angles in quadrants other than the first quadrant,
you can use the concept of a reference angle (see Figure 69), with the appropriate
quadrant sign. For instance, the reference angle for 3r/4 is n/ 4, and b""ause the sine
is positive in the second quad.rant, you can write

.3n .ir \/1sln-t-= +sln--:=-.442

similarly, because the reference angle for 330" is 30o, and the tangent is negative in the
fourth quadrant, you can write

tan330o:-tan3go --{
3

FIGURE 68
Quadrant signs for trigonometric
functions.

Reference

angle: 8'

Quadrant IV
sin 6: -

Quadrant II
0' = n - 0(radians)
0':t80o-O(degrees)

FICURE 69

cos 6: *
tan 0: -

Reference

angle: 9'

Reference

angle: 6'

Quadrant III
0' = 0 - ø(radians)
0'=0-l8Oo(degrees)

Quadrant IV
0' = 2¡ - O(radians)
0'= 360o - o(degrces)

EXAMPLE 3 Trigonometric ldentities and Calculators

Evaluate the trigonometric expression.

"'"(-i) b. sec60o c. cos(1.2)

Solution

a. Using the reduction formula sin(-0) : -sin0, you can write

./ø\ 7t \ß
''\-:/:-smã=- 2.

b. Using the reóiprocal identity sec0 : l/cosî, you can write

t : I =,sec 60o = .olrr, | /2
c. Using a calculator, you can obtain

cos(1'2) :0'3624'

Remember that 1,2 is given in radían measure. Consequently, your calculator must

be set in ¡adian mode. ffii 35



Solving Trigonometric Equations

How would you solve the equation sin á = 0? You know that á : 0 is one solution, but

this is not the only solution. Any one of the following values of d is also a solution.

. . ., -hr, -2¡r, -r, 0, r,Ztr,3n, . . .

You can write this infinite solution set as {nn : n is an integer}.

EXAMPLE 4 Solving a Trigonometric Equation

Solve the equation

\/1
sl¡a : - -r-

v

Solution To solve the equation, you should consider that the sine is negative in

Quadrants III and IV and that

. 7r \/3
$nã = l-'

Thus, you are seeking values of 0 in the third and fourth quadrants that have a refþrence
angle of n/3.In the interval l0,2trl, the two angles fltting these criteria are

Y:sind

Í
and

By adding integer multiplesof 2tr to each of these solutions, you obtain the following
general solution.

7Í 4n0=n*
JJ

,n 5n0:2qr 33

0= ^ *2ntr,
3

i-z
_A _î33

FICURE 70

4!.
3

tr
3

"=-9

Solution points of sin O - -f
2

4n0---r2nî
3

11 5¡r0: =,Õb

or where n is an integer

(See Figure 70.) EW

EXAMPLE 5 Solving a Trigonometric Equation

Solve cos2d = 2 - 3sin0, where 0 < 0 < 2¡r.

Solution Using the double angleidentity cos20 = | - 2sitf 6, you can rewrite ttre

equation as follows.

cos20 = 2 * 3sin0 civenequation

| - 2si¡x0 = 2 - 3 sin 0 Trigonometricidentity

0 - 2w:20 - 3si¡d * 1 Quadraticform

g : (2sin0 - lXsing - 1) Factor

If 2sind - 1 : 0, then sinp = l/2 and 0 = il6 et 0 = 5n/6.Ifsin0 - I = 0,

then sin0 = I and 0 = T/Z.Thus, for 0 s 0 s Zt,thereare th¡ee solutions.

7r

2

36
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Craphs of Trigonometric Functions

A function/is periodic if there exists a nonzero numberp such that/(x + p) : lQ)
for ali ¡ in the domain of /. The smallest such positive vaiue of p (if it exists) is the
period of/. The sine, cosine, secant, and cosecant functions each have a period of 2n,
and the other two trigonometric functions have a period o[ ø, as shown in Figure ?1.

r Domain: all ¡eals
Range: [-1, l]
Perid:2¡

v Domain: all reals
Range: [-1, l]
Periú:2n

y=cos.r

Domain: all x +l + ntr

Range: (- æ, æ)

.t

y=sin.r -L

-3/
-l y = tanx

t

Domain: all x * nn --y Range: (-æ, - ll and [1, ø)
PerivJ:2¡

n
Domain:allx*1+nn
Range: (-æ, -ll and [1, æ)

Pend:2tt

Iv:sec.f=-- cos ,r

Domain: all .r * nø
y Range: (--, *)

Period: n

1

Y=cotf=--- tanr

4

3

2

I

Tt
-t,

-3 ini
iy=csc.¡=_:-' stn -r

t2d
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

t1
I
¡

I
I
I

v

FICURE 71
The graphs of the six trigonometric functions. 

.

Note in Figure 7 | that the maximum value of sin .r and cos r is 1 and the minimum
value is -1..The graphs of the functions ! = a sinbx and y : acosbx oscilate
between -a and a, and hence have an amplitude of lø1. Furthêrmore, because
'bx = 0 when ,r : 0 and bx = 2¡ when ¡ :Zn/b, it follows that the functions

| = asinbx and y : acosbx each have a period of zn/l á l. Table 5 summarizes the
amplitudes and periods for some types of trigonometric functions.
TABLE 5

Function Períoil Amplind¿

y=asinbx or y=acosbx
2t
b

lol

y=alanbx or y=acotb¡ 'tÍ

lb
Not applicable

y = asecbx or y: acscbx
2r
lbl

Not applicable

f(x)=3cosk EXAMPLE 6 Sketching the Graph of a Trigonometric Funct¡on

Sketch the graph of/(.r) = 3cos2x.
Amplitude = 3

Solution The graph off(x):3cos2¡ has an amplitude of 3 and a period of
2n/Z : ø'. Using the basic shape of the graph of the cosine function, sketch one period
of the function on the interval [0, ø], using the following pattern.

J)

Period =. rr

F¡GURE 72

.r

Maximumr (0, 3) Minimum: (;,-t) Maximum: ln,3l

By continuing this pattern, you can sketch several cycles of the graph, as shown in
Figure 72.
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The discussion of horizontal shifts, vertical shifts, and reflections given in Section

5 can be applied to the graphs of trigonometric functions, as illustrated in Example 7'

EXAMPLE 7 5hifts of Graphs of Tri Functions

Sketch the graph of the following functions.

b. ,f(¡):2 * sin¡

Solution

a. Tosketchthegraphof/(r) = sin(x + r/2),sbiftthegraphofy = sinttotheleft
nl2 uruts, as shown in Figure 73(a).

b. To sketch the graph of fQ) = 2 + sin ¡, shift the graph ofy : sin ¡ up 2 units, as

shown in Figure 73(b).
c.'To sketch the graph of/(x) : 2 + sin(x - î/4), shift the graph ofy = sin ¡ up

2 units and to the right n/ 4 uruts, as shown in Figure 73(c).

a. f(x) :tt"(" - ;) c. f(x):r+'t"("-î)

frx>=z*.úþ-i)

''i\r

13. a.

(3, 4)

e

(- 12, -5)

v

0

(1, -l)

./(r)=.i"(r*i) .f(x)=2+sinx !5

4

3

2

þ
7r

1 i'f.Ì

y--smJ y = sln.t

(a) Horizontal shift to the left (b) Venical shift upward

FIGURE 73
Transformatiqns of the graph ofy = sin{. ---_

In Exercises 5 and ó, express the angles in meâsure âs

multiples of zr and as decimals accurate to three decimal
places.

5. a, 30o b. 150" c. 315" d. 120"

6. a. -20o b. -240' c. -270" d. 144"

/=sln.¡

(c) Horizontal and vertical shift

uj+¿J

In Exercises 15 and 16, determine the quadrant in which 0

lies.

15. a. si¡O < 0 and cosO ( 0

b. secO ) 0 and cot0 < 0

16, a. sinO ) 0 and cos0 ( 0

b. csc0 < 0 and tand ) 0

In Exercises 7 and 8, express the angles in degree measure'

,. ^.+ ,.+ ". -Un d. -2.36't

t. ^.7! b. - I l' 
". 

\+ d. 0.438---- 3 -' 30 6

In Exercises 13 and 14, determine all six triþonometrlc func-

tions for the angle 0.

b. .,

In Exercises L7-22, evaluate the trigonometric function'

17. sin¡ = tz t8' sin0 = I
cosp=? tand=?

3

t

v

0
19. cosd = I'cotd = ?

20. secg = f
'cscd = ?0

.T

5

0

0

0

e

38

14. a.

f9, . !5)

b.

4
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In.Exercises 2!26, evaluate the sine, cosine, and tangent of
each angle wíthout wing a calculator.

23. a. 60" 24, a, -30"
b. 120" b. 150'

If ît
c. - c. --46

In Exercises 51-54, determine the period and amplitude of

each function.

5L.a.y =2sin2x b.Y=rlsinø.r

v

d.

25, a.

b.

c.

d.

5t¡
7
225"

- 11<O

5n-:
J
I I1t

6

26. a.

b.

c.

d.

750"
5 10"
l}tr

3
l7 ¡r

J

7t
d.-)

x

x

-t

52. a. y =|"otl b. r = -2sinf
In Exerclses 35-42, solve the equation for 0 (0 = 0 < 2r).

35. 2sin2d = I 36. tan20 = 3

37.tar?0 -tang=0 38.2cos20- cosd= 1

39. secdcscd = 2csc0 40. sind = cosd

41. cos2o + sino: | 42. "orf,- coso = I

In Exerclses 43-46, solve for r, y, or r as indicated.

43. Solve fory. 44. Solve for x.

,

-ç

Í

r

fít"

r00 10

-t

v

-3

53. ) = 3sin4ø¡
2¡x54.y=ã"o.10

In Exercises 55-58' flnd the period of the function'

55. y:5Ían2x 56' Y =7¡an2trx

5?.y=secS¡ 58'Y=csc4x

In Exercises 61-72' sketch the graph of the function'

6t.y=sin! 62'Y=2cos2t

, 2nx
63.y=-sinf 64'Y=Ztanx

x

45. Solve for ¡. 46. Solve for r

30

65. v = csc:

67. , = 2sec?s'

69,y=sin(¡+ø)
/ø\

7t.y=1+cosf-7/
/z\

72.y= 1+sin\.r+7/

66. y = tw2x

68. / = csc?ttx

/ rr\
70.Y=cos[x-¡l

r
25

47. Airplane Ascenr An aþlane leaves the runway climbing at
I 8" with a speed of 275 feet per second (see fieure). Find the
altitude of the plane after 1 minuþ.

---q"
t

I

I

I

450

IIGURE FOR 47
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